RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS USING LINE SCANNED
INFRARED IMAGING SYSTEMS
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SUMMARY

The use of line-scanned imaging systems in performing radiometric measurements enables the collection of considerable amounts of data which may be used in determining the distribution of radiant energy from a source. The interpretation of this data may be subject to errors due to the detector field of view and the scanning process. The sources of these errors and their magnitude are considered and guidelines for the analysis of the data developed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of the radiant energy emitted from bodies has traditionally been performed with radiometers which have a fixed field of view and often a fixed orientation. The determination of the amount of infrared radiation emitted from bodies of complex shape, with complex distribution of radiance over this surface or against non-uniform or time varying backgrounds involves considerable effort when performed with this type of instrument. The development of scanning radiometers and in particular imaging systems operating in the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum has facilitated such measurement since the scanning radiometer signals provide a mapping of the spatial radiance distribution into the time domain. The amount of data which can be gathered with the use of this form of instrument is considerably greater than that which could be obtained with a fixed radiometer. However care must be taken in the interpretation of these data if the effects of the scanning process are not to introduce significant errors in the interpretation of the data.

Night Vision Group uses an AGA Thermovision as part of its infrared instrumentation. To facilitate the analysis of data obtained a system for image recording and storage has been developed (ref.1). This stores the image in digital form, thus necessitating sampling of the AGA video signal. When interpreting data obtained from the AGA Thermovision the effects of the sampling process must be accounted for in any analysis. Further, since the AGA Thermovision is an imaging instrument the raster structure of the picture introduces a sampling in the vertical direction, which will also effect interpretation of the data.

This report discusses aspects of the data acquisition and analysis using this equipment which can introduce errors into the results obtained. The effect of the limited detector resolution on the video data from point sources has been determined for the AGA Thermovision used by Night Vision Group and the analysis has been extended to the accuracy of estimates of emission from extended non-uniform sources. The analysis of the sources of error leads to the conclusion that for extended sources whose radiance distributions have no significant components at very high spatial frequencies the use of an instrument such as the AGA Thermovision in obtaining data is not subject to significant errors, however for small sources and extended sources with significant detail careful interpretation of any data must be made if the errors in determination of radiometric data are not to become significant.

2. SOURCES OF ERROR IN RADIOMETRIC DATA

Figure 1 illustrates the signal flow graph for data acquisition and analysis using the AGA Thermovision and shows the major 'noise' sources, which may be considered as error sources.

In the analysis of the sources of error we will consider errors due to the line by line sampling of the scanning process and the sampling of data for image formation and storage. Errors may be introduced by any electronics in the system due to non linearities and noise in the electronics but these will not be considered here, the effect of limited bandwidth in the electronics will however be considered.

2.1 Errors due to the detector field of view and processing electronics

For both fixed and scanning radiometers the effect of the instantaneous field of view on the data obtained must be considered. In the case of the scanning instrument this field of view is moved across the target distribution and transforms the observed radiance distribution into a time varying voltage through the mechanism of the detector's response to the radiation incident on it. The instantaneous field of view of the instrument is modified by aberrations in the optical system and can have a non-uniform response across its extent. In general the detector size determines the
main properties of the point spread function of an imaging instrument through the size of the instantaneous field of view.

The observed signal, at any point \( (x,y) \) on a two dimensional distribution, produced by a radiometer is given by

\[
v(x,y) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} N(x',y') \ g(x-x',y-y') \ dx' \ dy'
\]

where \( N(x,y) \) is the effective radiance distribution in the \( x,y \) plane and \( g(x,y) \) is the point spread function of the system. If the target distribution \( N(x,y) \) is of greater extent than the point spread function and if \( N(x,y) \) is uniform the observed signal will be uniform and proportional to \( N(x,y) \), however if \( N(x,y) \) is of an extent of the order of \( g(x,y) \) or smaller, then the observed signal \( v(x,y) \) is no longer directly proportional to \( N(x,y) \). In effect the observed amplitude of any target radiance distribution is decreased if that distribution is of spatial extent of the order of or less than the point spread function.

In measuring radiometric data we often wish to determine the instantaneous value of the function \( N(x,y) \) and the total emission from a given area which is given by \( \int_{S} N(x,y) \ dx \ dy \) where \( S \) is the area of interest, both these quantities are affected by the relationship between the radiance distribution and the point spread function used to scan it.

In order to estimate the errors involved in obtaining the peak signal from a uniform distribution of finite extent we will consider the one dimensional scanning process. The uniform radiance distribution can be considered as a rectangular pulse function and if \( g(t) \) is the one dimensional point spread function (line spread function) the observed signal from a one dimensional scanning sequence of infinite length is

\[
v(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(a) \ g(t-a) \ da
\]

where \( p(a) \) is the pulse input.

If the integration limits are put equal to the scan dimensions of the instrument the observed signal will not differ from this significantly unless the line spread function is significant in extent with respect to these integration limits i.e. the resolution is of the order of the field of view.

The line spread function of the AGA Thermovision currently used by Night Vision Group has been measured and is shown in figure 2 with the modulation transfer function calculated for a symmetrical Gaussian line spread function. The line spread function can be approximated by the gaussian function,

\[ e^{-\beta t^2} \ (\text{where } \beta = 2.56 \times 10^{10}) \]

as shown in figure 2 to ease computational
difficulties. If the pulse function $p(a)$ is defined as $p(a) = 1$, $-t_1 < a < t_1$ and $p(a) = 0$ elsewhere then using the gaussian approximation to the line spread function the observed signal is

$$v(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(a) \ e^{-\beta \ (t-a)^2} \ da$$

$$= \int_{-t_1}^{t_1} e^{-\beta \ (t-a)^2} \ da$$

$$= \frac{\sqrt{\beta}}{\sqrt{\beta}^2} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\beta}} \ e^{\frac{-x^2}{\beta}} \ dx$$

$$\sqrt{\beta} (-t_1 - t)$$

$$= \frac{1}{\sqrt{\beta}} \left[ \int_{0}^{\sqrt{\beta} (t_1 - t)} e^{\frac{-x^2}{\beta}} \ dx - \int_{\sqrt{\beta} (t_1 + t)}^{\infty} e^{\frac{-x^2}{\beta}} \ dx \right]$$

$$= \frac{\sqrt{\pi}}{2\sqrt{\beta}} \left[ \text{erf} \left( \sqrt{\beta} (t_1 - t) \right) + \text{erf} \left( \sqrt{\beta} (t_1 + t) \right) \right] \quad (1)$$

and this function is plotted in figure 3 for varying values of $t_1$ (pulse width) for $\beta = 2.56 \times 10^{10}$.

It can readily be seen that as the slit width decreases the peak signal observed for constant amplitude input decreases, falling to 50% when the product $\sqrt{\beta} \cdot t_1$ is .475. For slit widths $(2t_1)$ of three times the effective gaussian line width the peak signal amplitude observed is not subject to significant errors.

For the AGA Thermovision in use this corresponds to a target extent of 6 mrad. The field view of the AGA is 70 mrad and thus considerable care must be exercised in these measurements. Figure 4 shows the correction factor to be applied to the observed signal amplitude for various target extents.

The total emission from a target is given by the integral of the radiance distribution over the extent of the target and this is

$$V = \iiint N(x,y) dx \ dy$$

where $S$ is the surface defining the extent of the target.

The emission measured by the AGA Thermovision is:

$$V' = \iiint N(x,y)^* g(x,y) dx \ dy$$

$S$
where $*$ is the convolution operator and $g(x,y)$ is the point spread function. The error in the measured emission is

$$V - V^1 = \iint_S N(x,y) \, dx \, dy - \iint_S N(x,y) \ast g(x,y) \, dx \, dy.$$ 

If we extend the integration limits to infinity and assume no emission from the background

$$V - V^1 = \iiint_{-\infty}^{\infty} N(x,y) \, dx \, dy - \iiint_{-\infty}^{\infty} N(x,y) \ast g(x,y) \, dx \, dy$$

$$= \iiint_{-\infty}^{\infty} N(x,y) e^{i\omega_x x} e^{i\omega_y y} \, dx \, dy$$

$$- \iiint_{-\infty}^{\infty} N(x,y) \ast g(x,y) e^{i\omega_x x} e^{i\omega_y y} \, dx \, dy$$

for $\omega_x = 0$ and $\omega_y = 0$

$$= N_{Txy}(0) - N_{Txy}(0) \ast g_{Txy}(0)$$

where $N_{Txy}(0)$ is the two dimensional Fourier Transform evaluated at $\omega_x$ and $\omega_y = 0$ (i.e. the D.C. component of $N(x,y)$) and $g_{Txy}(0)$ is the two dimensional Fourier Transform of $g(x,y)$.

The percentage error is then

$$E = (1 - g_{Txy}(0)) \times 100$$

For a perfect system with a $\delta$-function output as its impulse response, $g_{Txy}(0) = 1$, and the percentage error is zero.

For such a system, the steady state response to a unit step function input is an output signal of unity amplitude. In order to compare systems we will impose the requirement that the systems produce a steady state response of unity amplitude when driven by a unit step input.

The output of such a system for a unit step input at zero time is

$$h(t) = \int_0^\infty g(t-x) \, dx$$

where $g(t)$ is the system impulse response.
Changing the variable of integration

\[ h(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} g(x) \, dx \]

and the steady state response is

\[ h(\infty) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} g(x) \, dx = g_{Tx} (0), = 1 \]

For integration over all time for any system of this kind then the percentage error in the estimate of total energy emitted is zero. However in any real time system the integration does not extend over all time but is limited to a finite range. The estimation of the percentage error in this case involves a knowledge of \( N(x,y) \) and \( g(x,y) \) and the evaluation of the integrals involved.

Obviously \( N(x,y) \) is not known and therefore error estimates can only be approximate without resort to complex analysis which may obtain \( N(x,y) \). To obtain an estimate of the error we can again consider the response of an imaging system with gaussian line spread function to a rectangular pulse input.

Referring to equation (1) the response of a system with gaussian line spread function to a rectangular pulse is

\[ V(t) = \frac{\sqrt{\tau}}{2\sqrt{\beta}} \left( \text{erf} \left( \sqrt{\beta} (t_1-t) \right) + \text{erf} \left( \sqrt{\beta} (t+t) \right) \right) \text{ where } \beta \text{ and } t, \]

have their previous meaning. For any given pulse input the integrated system response is obtained by

\[ V = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} v(t) \, dt \]

where the integration limits are defined by \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \).

For \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) very large, numerical integration of the system response produces a result which is not significantly different from the integral of the input signal, a result which is in agreement with the previous argument. However as the range of integration is shortened the result \( V \) differs from the integral of the input signal and the error is found to be a function of the duration of the input pulse, the range of integration limits and the line spread function. For the rectangular pulse shape used the absolute error in the integral estimate for integration limits fixed with respect to the pulse boundaries (i.e. for limits which remain constant with respect to the pulse edges) is constant for pulse widths of sufficient extent that the observed maximum signal reaches the pulse maximum. Figure 5 illustrates the variation in integral error with pulse length and integration limits.

From the results it can be seen that for input signals whose extent is of the order of the line spread function and greater, the integral of the output signal when taken over limits which are half the line spread function greater in extent than the pulse length is such that the error in the
integral is of the order of 2% and decreases with increasing input signal extent. The data being analysed in real cases cannot be related to a known input signal and hence the limits of integration are chosen on the basis of the perceived edge of the target as defined by the observer. Generally this will be the region of greatest slope at the edge which will correspond to integration limits of slightly less than those of the line spread function width and the resulting error will thus be slightly greater, although this will be of the order of five percent for input signals whose extent is that of the line spread function and will again decrease for signals of longer extent.

For input signals whose extent is less than the line spread function width the integration must be performed over the extent of the line spread function or the error will very quickly rise to unacceptable limits as the integration period is truncated.

It is convenient at this point to discuss the errors due to the limited bandwidth in the processing electronics. The scanning process transforms the spatial signal to a temporal signal with the transformation $x = vt$, where $v$ is the scanning velocity of the sensor. For a point source scanned by a detector with a Gaussian point spread function whose output is amplified by a single pole filter of bandwidth $\omega_0$ the observed output signal is

$$g(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\omega_0}{2} e^{-\beta t^2} e^{-\omega_0^2 (t - \tau)} d\tau \quad \text{(reference 2)}$$

The observed output of the filter has a peak value less than the input to the filter. The gaussian pulse shape of the input is skewed and becomes asymmetrical although the degree to which this occurs is not of great significance. For the estimated 80 kHz bandwidth of the amplifiers used in the AGA Thermovision a decrease of 7% in peak signal value is predicted on the basis of a Gaussian line spread function and a correction factor of this order must therefore be included in any estimate of point source amplitudes with respect to extended sources.

The effect of the filter on the integral of the observed signal will be of the same form as the effect of the line spread function. The effective 3 dB bandwidth of the Gaussian line spread function is only 20 kHz and the magnitude of the error in the estimate of the integral introduced by the limited bandwidth of the AGA electronics is considerably less than that due to the line spread function.

These errors are inherent in the use of the AGA Thermovision and therefore must be accounted for in any measurements made with this instrument since without resorting to techniques such as enhancement of the image resolution by inverse filtering of the data no improvement in the resolution of the information is available.

2.2 Errors due to the sampling of data

In scanning the field of view over which the AGA Thermovision operates the detector effectively samples the radiance distribution in the field of view along the vertical axis every .9 mrad. The data from the AGA is digitised and stored in a semi-conductor memory and this process involves the sampling of the data in time and thus effectively along the horizontal axis every .9 mrad. The data upon which much of the analysis will be performed then consists of matrix of picture elements representing the two dimensional sampling of the radiance distribution in the field of view. The processing (for example integration of the total signal from a target) which is performed on this data is performed digitally and it is therefore necessary to quantify the sources of error in the processing of this data.

If the data were to be restored to analogue form this is achieved theoretically with a filter having unity gain in the pass band and zero gain
elsewhere. The impulse response of this form of filter is a sinc function and the response obtained is the convolution of this function with the comb-like function representing the sample values. Extrapolation between sample values does not therefore give the correct values for the reconstructed video signal although the errors are only appreciable if the sampling rate is low compared to the Nyquist frequency for a band limited signal.

The sampling rate used in the AGA data acquisition system is 156.25 kHz and this is consistent with a system Modulation Transfer Function of less than 10% at 60 kHz, for acceptable levels of aliasing (ref. 2). Step wise reconstruction of the data in effect convolves the sampled data with a rectangular pulse function rather than the sinc function theoretically required for data restoration. The additional error in the integration of data reconstructed in this manner can be expressed as the quantity

$$e(t) = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} v(t) dt - \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} v(t_1 + i\Delta t) \cdot \Delta t$$

where $v(t)$ is the video signal under consideration and $\Delta t$ is the sampling interval (ref. 3). The second term in this quantity is a Riemann sum of the form

$$R_n = h \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} f(a + kh)$$

where

$$h = \frac{b-a}{n}.$$ 

If $f(t)$ is continuous in the interval $(t_1, t_2)$ over which the $n$ samples are obtained then

$$\left| \int_{t_1}^{t_2} f(t) \ dt - \Delta t \sum_{h=0}^{n-1} f(t_1 + h\Delta t) \right| \leq (t_2 - t_1) w(\Delta t)$$

where $w(\Delta t)$ is the maximum change in $f(t)$ in $\Delta t$ in the interval under consideration. The quantity $w(\Delta t)$ therefore is the determining factor for a given integration process over a fixed interval. The effect of the finite field of view of the detector used for scanning the field of view is to put a limit on the quantity $w(\Delta t)$ e.g. a point source produces the point spread function response described previously.

The point source is in effect the worst case input to the system and an estimate of the error involved in evaluating the emission from a point source is of importance. The quantity $(t_2 - t_1) w(\Delta t)$ represents a maximum upperbound on the error in the integral. For the line spread function integrated from 25 µs before its maximum to 25 µs after its maximum this upper bound represents an error of approximately 30%. However since $w(\Delta t)$ has its maximum at only one discrete point on either side of the maximum value of the line spread function this upper bound is considerably in excess of the true error estimate for the line spread function. In practice the observed error will be of the order of 2 to 5%.
For any typical signal not having significant spatial frequency components above 0.25 cycles/mrad (36.6 kHz) the numerical integral given by the Riemann sum can be expected to yield an accuracy of the order of 1 to 2% when the integral is performed over 10 or more sampling periods.

3. ERRORS IN REAL DATA

The preceding analyses have in general been concerned with step or impulse functions and in general these are only components of the observed scene. It is therefore necessary to gain some appreciation of the structure of the data on which the analysis is to be performed, and to do this a knowledge of the distribution of the spatial frequency components in the data is necessary and this was obtained by performing an analysis on some real data using the Discrete Fourier Transform.

The spatial frequency distribution of the video data in the horizontal direction can be determined using the data acquisition system and applying a Fast Fourier Transform to the data line-by-line. In a manner analogous to the use of the Modulation Transfer Function Area as a descriptor of picture or imaging system quality we can use the integral of the spectral distribution over the spatial frequency range as a descriptor of information content.

In applying the Fast Fourier Transform to the data it must be remembered that the data sample is restricted in time, the data values are quantised using an 8 bit analogue to digital converter and the number of samples taken per line is not large enough to produce very good resolution in the frequency components. The noise inherent in the data introduces a noise component at every frequency of interest in the range over which the analysis is performed and this results in difficulty in defining a frequency at which information may be considered of importance or otherwise.

The results of applying the F.F.T. to various data and summing the frequency components were found to be, that on average 95 percent of the integrated spectral distribution is found to be below 50 kHz for approximately 50 percent of the data examined. Only 10% of the data examined was found to have a spectral distribution for which 95% of the total did not occur below 60 kHz. These results are obtained from data with significant detail in the field of view and are considered to represent limits which may be applied to average data. These results also include the effects of wide band electronic noise (which contributes to the observed frequency coefficients), quantisation noise from the analogue to digital converter and "smearing" due to windowing of data in applying the F.F.T.

The quantisation of data can add significantly to the signal to noise ratio observed with the calculated F.F.T. coefficients. The F.F.T. is defined as

\[ X(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x(n) \frac{w_{n}^{kn}} N \quad k = 0,1,2 \ldots N-1 \]

where the \( x(n) \) are the values of the \( N \) samples used and the \( w_{n}^{kn} \) are given by

\[ w_{n}^{kn} = \exp(-2\pi i \frac{kn}{N}) \]

The quantisation process in the analogue to digital converter can be described by the addition of a noise component such that

\[ x' \left( n \right) = x(n) + \epsilon \left( n \right) \]
where \( x^1(n) \) is the analogue to digital converter output, \( x(n) \) is the analogue data value and \( \epsilon(n) \) is the error signal. The term \( \epsilon(n) \) represents a random variable which is evenly distributed over the range \(-0.5 \times 2^{-2b} < \epsilon(n) < +0.5 \times 2^{-2b}\) where \( b \) is the number of bits used in the quantisation and \( \epsilon(n) \) has variance \( \frac{2^{-2b}}{12} \) and mean of zero (ref.4).

The mean square magnitude of the calculated frequency coefficient of the Fast Fourier Transform is (neglecting rounding effects in the arithmetic).

\[
E((x(k))^2) = E\left(\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x^1(n) W_{N}^{kn}\right)
\]

\[
= N.E ((x^1(n))^2) \text{ since the } W_{N}^{kn} \text{ are orthogonal}
\]

\[
= N.E ((x(n))^2) + N.E (\epsilon(n)^2) \text{ where } E(\ ) \text{ is the expectation operator}
\]

\[
= N.\sigma_x^2 + N. \left(\frac{2^{-2b}}{12}\right) \text{ for a zero mean variable } x(n).
\]

Thus the observed signal to noise ratio at the output of the F.F.T. for quantised input data is

\[
\frac{S}{N} = \frac{12 \sigma_x^2}{2^{-2b}} \text{ for zero mean data.}
\]

For a gaussian noise chosen so that \( \sigma_x = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \) (i.e. there is very low probability of the signal exceeding the available dynamic range which is assumed to be unity) for bipolar signals we have for an 8 bit quantisation scheme a signal to noise ratio for the calculated coefficients of 82 db. For a uniformly distributed white noise input this decreases to 75 db. We note that if the number of bits used in the quantiser is decreased the decrease in signal to noise ratio is 6 db per bit. The determination of the spectral distribution of the data was performed using an IBM370 computer and an I.M.S.L. library subroutine. It is not known what steps are provided in this routine to avoid overflow and to minimise roundoff errors in the computation but the 32 bit arithmetic capability of the computer would imply that the inherent limit on computational accuracy is the quantisation of the data which is only of 8 bits.

The residual frequency coefficients above 50 kHz (i.e. those components of the spectrum not considered to be generated by the detector scanning the image) obtained using the F.F.T. on real data are attributed to the noise in the signal processed with a minor contribution due to frequency smearing as a result of windowing of the data. A gaussian input pulse was used to test this result. With no quantisation of input data the ratio of residual coefficient amplitude to peak coefficient amplitude was found to be \( 10^{-6} \). When the data was truncated to 8 bits this increased to approximately \( 3 \times 10^{-4} \) and with 7 bit quantisation this increased further to \( 10^{-3} \).

When the data was quantised to 6 bits the residual coefficients were found to be of the order of \( 2 \times 10^{-3} \) times the peak coefficients. For data from AGA frames at sensitivities up to \( 20^0 \) the ratio is found to be of the order of \( 2 \times 10^{-2} \) and the total signal to r.m.s. noise ratio is found to be of the order
of 40 to one which is consistent with observed noise on the lower sensitivity settings.

From these results and the Modulation Transfer Function of the AGA Thermovision it may then be assumed that under general conditions very little significant information is obtained from the field of view at spatial frequencies corresponding to video signal frequencies above 50 kHz. The noise input from the analogue to digital conversion process is less than that inherent in the AGA detector and electronics and the use of a 32 bit F.F.T, does not introduce significant errors in the determination of a spectral distribution. However it may be noted that if the dynamic range of the data is small with respect to the available 8 bit dynamic range of the analogue to digital converter the errors observed in the use of the data will increase accordingly since the effective number of quantisation levels decreases.

4. ANALYSIS OF DATA

The AGA Thermovision does not allow the user to make any absolute determination of radiometric output and thus all measurements are made with respect to an 'effective' temperature difference. In use the instrument is calibrated using two black bodies at different temperatures (usually ambient and some temperature above ambient) and all measurements are then referred to this calibration.

By this means the user may determine the apparent emission in the 3.5 μm to 5.5 μm wavelength band (the AGA Thermovision response is not uniform across this band(ref.5) and hence any determination made must be made in accordance with this fact). Correction must also be made for atmospheric transmission effects if an estimate of actual emission from an object is to be made.

The AGA Thermovision then may be used as a scanning radiometer provided a number of error sources are accounted for. In general for extended sources (sources greater than 10 mrad in angular extent) the point values of the AGA video signal provide an estimate of the energy incident on the detector and the only corrections which need be applied are those for the atmospheric transmission effects and if possible the spectral sensitivity of the AGA. The integration of the radiance distribution over an extended source can be performed quite simply using the data acquisition system and performing the integration numerically. For extended sources the error in the integral will be negligible but in order to obtain a quantitative estimate of emission the instrument must be calibrated using an extended black body.

For sources of extent less than 10 mrad the errors due to signal compression caused by the detector field of view and the passband of the electronics must be accounted for if point estimates of emission are to be made. In estimating the total signal from a small source the integration limits must be chosen so as to minimise the errors due to the scanning process, and in estimating peak signal values from sampled data interpolation between adjacent sample values (in either sampling co-ordinate) should be performed using the sinc function reconstruction of the analogue waveform rather than linear interpolation. Numerical integration of the total signal may be performed for small sources with acceptable error limits (2 to 5 percent) if the integration limits are chosen using the criteria discussed previously and if the size of the source can be estimated.

Calibration is performed using two black bodies at known temperature positioned such that they both lie in the AGA field of view and thus can be observed together within a single frame. When scanning an object of radiance, N, the energy incident on the AGA detector is

\[ H = N \cdot \Omega \cdot A \cdot t \]

where \( \Omega \) is the instantaneous field of view of the AGA, A is the collecting area of the optics and t is the atmospheric transmission. Thus the AGA signal can
be related to the target radiance distribution and the observed voltage is independent of the range of the target other than for the correction for transmission. The line scanning mechanism and the analogue to digital converter sample the target distribution every 0.9 mrad in the horizontal and vertical direction. Therefore if the observed signal difference between the two known black bodies is $\Delta V_{\text{CAL}}$ for a radiance difference of $\Delta N_{\text{CAL}}$ the emission from any other target distribution may be obtained as

$$ H = 0.81 \times R^2 \times 10^{-6} \sum \frac{\Delta V}{\Delta N_{\text{CAL}}} \text{ watt sr}^{-1} $$

where the summation is performed over the extent of the target distribution and the quantity $0.81 \times R^2 \times 10^{-6}$ (where $R$ is in cm) is the area subtended at the target by the sampling aperture (0.9 mrad square).

5. CONCLUSION

The use of a scanning (imaging) radiometer provides the ability to acquire large amounts of data on infrared emissions from objects and the use of digital processing techniques facilitates the analysis of more data than previously possible. However the data and processing may be subject to errors due to the nature of the scanning detector and the inherent limitations of digital (sampled) signal processing. In order to use the data adequately the user must be aware of these potential sources of error and correct for them. In particular for sources of less than 10 mrad extent accurate results must be dependent on good control of potential errors. This problem is of particular importance for the AGA Thermovision since with a field of view of only 70 mrad the potential for error in obtaining data using the system is quite high.
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Figure 1. Signal flow graph for data acquisition and analysis
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Figure 2. AGA Thermovision line spread function
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Figure 3. Pulse transfer function obtained using a gaussian line spread function
A Gaussian Impulse response \(e^{-\beta t^2}\) and a pulse width of \(t\) seconds are used in the correction.

**Figure 4.** Pulse correction factor as a function of pulse width

**Figure 5.** Variation of integral error with integration limits
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The use of line scanned imaging systems in performing radiometric measurements enables the collection of considerable amounts of data which may be used in determining the distribution of radiant energy from a source. The interpretation of this data may be subject to errors due to the detector field of view and the scanning process. The sources of these errors and their magnitude are considered and guidelines for the analysis of the data developed.